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Tropical Light: The Art of A. E. Backus 

By Natasha Kuzmanovic 
Vendome Press $75.00 
Winner of the 2016 Florida Book Awards Gold Medal 

in the Visual Arts category 
Painter A. E. Backus (1906–1990) portrayed an unspoiled 

Florida that has made his paintings synonymous with the 
state: backcountry terrain is often described as “Backus 
landscape,” emotive clouds as “Backus sky,” and 

translucent waves as “Backus water.” As more and more 
of the state’s wilderness is lost to development, Backus’s 

paintings emerge as poetic testaments of Florida’s lost 
paradise. Defining his artistic roots as “part Cracker and 

part Monet,” Backus was drawn to tropical nature as 
defined by light, which he rendered using complementary 
colors. His avant-garde use of a palette knife to create 

entire compositions produced paintings that combined a 
sensitive observation of nature with gestural paint application. Backus excelled at capturing 

the essence of traditional Florida: rustic fishing camps, magnificent beaches, tidal rivers 
fringed with palms and mangroves, and the abrupt changes in the weather that characterize 
Florida’s tropical light to both natives and visitors. This is a lush celebration of the life and 

work of a remarkable regional painter. 
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Welcome to BookShots by James Patterson. Life moves fast, books should too. Pulse-

pounding thrillers under $5 and 150 pages or less.  
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Fly By Night 

By Frances Hardinge 
Amulet $10.95 
Everybody knew that books were dangerous. Read the wrong book, it 

was said, and the words crawled around your brain on black legs and 
drove you mad, wicked mad. Mosca Mye was born at a time sacred to 

Goodman Palpitattle, He Who Keeps Flies out of Jams and Butterchurns, 
which is why her father insisted on naming her after the housefly. He 
also insisted on teaching her to read, even in a world where books are 

dangerous, regulated things. Eight years later, Quillam Mye died, 
leaving behind an orphaned daughter with an inauspicious name and an 

all-consuming hunger for words. Trapped for years in the care of her 
cruel Uncle Westerly and Aunt Briony, Mosca leaps at the opportunity for escape, though it 
comes in the form of sneaky swindler Eponymous Clent. As she travels the land with Clent 

and her pet goose, Saracen, Mosca begins to discover complicated truths about the world 
she inhabits and the power of words. 

 
The End of Oz (Dorothy Must Die) 
By Danielle Paige 

HarperCollins $18.99 
In this dark, action-packed fourth book in the New York Times bestselling 

Dorothy Must Die series, Amy Gumm travels from Oz to the twisted land 
of Ev, where she fights to free Oz from evil once and for all. My name is 
Amy Gumm. You might remember me as the other girl from Kansas. 

When a tornado swept me away to the magical land of Oz, I was given a 
mission: Dorothy must die. That’s right, everyone’s favorite Wicked-

Witch-slayer had let the magic of Oz corrupt her. She turned evil. So I 
killed her. But just when we thought it was safe to start rebuilding the 

damaged land of Oz, we were betrayed. Now I’m following the Road of 
Yellow Brick as it helps me escape toward the mysterious land of Ev, where the Nome King 
rules a bleak and angry world. And what I’m about to find is shocking: My original mission 

may not have been successful.  
 

Seven Black Diamonds 
By Melissa Marr 
HarperCollins $9.99 

Melissa Marr’s return to faery is now in paperback! The combination of 
ethereal fae powers, tumultuous romance, and a bloodthirsty faery queen 

will have longtime fans and new readers alike at the edge of their seats. 
Lilywhite Abernathy is a criminal. She’s half human, half fae, and since 
the time before she was born her very blood has been illegal. A war has 

been raging between humans and faeries and the Queen of Blood and 
Rage, ruler of the fae courts, wants to avenge the tragic death of her heir 

due to the actions of reckless humans. Lily’s father has always shielded 
her from the truth, but when she’s sent to the prestigious St. Columba’s school, she’s 
delivered straight into the arms of a fae sleeper cell called the Black Diamonds. The Diamonds 

are planted in the human world as the sons and daughters of the most influential families, 
and tasked with destroying it from within.  

 

Books for Teens 



 

 
I Funny: School of Laughs 

By James Patterson 
Little, Brown $13.99 
Ages: 8 to 12 

Teaching other kids how to be funny is the toughest gig that Jamie 
Grimm has ever had, and with the highest stakes. If he fails, his 

school library will be shut down for good! Even though he has a 
national contest trophy and a TV show under his belt, Jamie Grimm 
isn't one to sit back and relax. When his school has a major funding 

crisis, Jamie hits on a bright idea to save the day: a comedy class 
for the other students. Little does he know that making jokes and 

teaching jokes are two very different things and he's only good at 
one of them. With the fate of his school's library on his shoulders, 

Jamie has to dig deep to see if he has what it takes to succeed at his 
most difficult challenge yet. 
 

 
The Road Home 

By Katie Cotton 
Harry N. Abrams $15.95 
Ages: 5 to7 

Fierce and tender, this beautifully illustrated picture book depicts 
the journeys of woodland animals as they seek the safety of home 

in a wild, unpredictable world. Birds risk the elements to fly south 
for the winter. Rabbits flee wolves to find warm, safe havens in 
the burrows. Wolves race the threat of hunger before seeking their 

dens. All are parents teaching their young the ways of survival in 
a dangerous world. In the end, each pair of animals finds the 

comfort of home in each other, reinforcing the depth of the bond 
between parent and child. With soft and stunning art, this book is 
a wonderful meditation on the fierce beauty of life and the love we 

find as we seek the way home. 
 

 
We Are the Dinosaurs  
By Laurie Berkner 

Simon & Schuster $17.99 
Ages: 4 to 8  

Laurie Berkner, “the queen of children’s music,” (People) pairs 
the lyrics of her beloved hit with Ben Clanton’s whimsical 
illustrations in this winning, adorable picture book—a must-

have for fans of Laurie, dinosaurs, and all things cute. We are 
the dinosaurs; Marching, marching; We are the dinosaurs. 

Laurie Berkner’s chart-topping, beloved hit “We Are the 
Dinosaurs” is now a picture book! Featuring an adorable cast 
of characters and vibrant, playful art by Ben Clanton, We Are 

the Dinosaurs transports readers back in time to when the dinosaurs roamed the earth. 
 

Books For Children 



 
 

Two from the Heart 
By James Patterson 

Little, Brown $28.00 
Anne McWilliams has lost everything. After her marriage falls apart 
and a hurricane destroys her home she realizes that her life has fallen 

out of focus. So she takes to the road to ask long lost friends and 
strangers a simple question: "What's your best story?" Can the funny, 

tragic, inspirational tales she hears on her journey help Anne see what 
she's been missing? Tyler Bron seemingly has it all: a successful 
company and more money than he knows how to spend. But he has 

no life. So he hires a struggling novelist to write one for him. There 
are no limits to the fictional world that Bron's money can transform 

into a reality, and he soon becomes the protagonist of a love story 
beyond his wildest imagination.  

 

Lost Book of the Grail 
By Charlie Lovett 

Viking $26.00 
Arthur Prescott is happiest when surrounded by the ancient books and 

manuscripts of the Barchester Cathedral library. Increasingly, he feels 
like a fish out of water among the concrete buildings of the University 
of Barchester, where he works as an English professor. His one respite 

is his time spent nestled in the library, nurturing his secret obsession 
with the Holy Grail and researching his perennially unfinished 

guidebook to the medieval cathedral. But when a beautiful young 
American named Bethany Davis arrives in Barchester charged with the 
task of digitizing the library’s manuscripts, Arthur’s tranquility is 

broken. Appalled by the threat modern technology poses to the library 
he loves, he sets out to thwart Bethany, only to find in her a kindred spirit with a similar love 

for knowledge and books and a fellow Grail fanatic. Bethany soon joins Arthur in a quest to 
find the lost Book of Ewolda, the ancient manuscript telling the story of the cathedral’s 
founder.  

 
Most Dangerous Place 

By James Grippando 
HarperCollins $26.99 
Defending a woman accused of murdering the man who sexually 

assaulted her, Miami lawyer Jack Swyteck must uncover where the 
truth lies between innocence, vengeance, and justice in this 

spellbinding tale of suspense based on shocking true-life events. 
According to the FBI, the most dangerous place for a woman between 
the ages of twenty and thirty is in a relationship with a man. Those 

statistics become all too personal when Jack Swyteck takes on a new 
client tied to his past. It begins at the airport, where Jack is waiting to 

meet his old high school buddy, Keith Ingraham, a high-powered 
banker based in Hong Kong, coming to Miami for his young daughter’s 

surgery. But their long-awaited reunion is abruptly derailed when the police arrest Keith’s 

wife, Isabelle, in the terminal, accusing her of conspiring to kill the man who raped her in 
college. Jack quickly agrees to represent Isa, but soon discovers that to see justice done, he 

must separate truth from lies, an undertaking that proves more complicated than the 
seasoned attorney expects. 


